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3.1
Literacy

Literacy and Evangelism
International (LEI) has a
wide range of resources for
leaders to use if there is a
need in the group to
provide learning
opportunities around
literacy. All their resources
include Bible content.

Firm Foundations is the LEI basic course for new readers and you can use this to teach an English 
speaker how to read and write. 

The FF course materials consists of the following:

Pre-Reader
Book 1
Workbook 1 
Book 2 
Workbook 2 
Book 3
Workbook 3 
DVD

     The whole set costs $42.00. 

See https://www.literacyevangelism.org/resources/materials/products for details

LEI have completed basic literacy primers for over 200 languages and many of them are available 
online. To place an order, either visit the online store or write to:

Literacy and Evangelism International
1800 S. Jackson Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74107
USA
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Other LEI resources available to order online, include:

Literacy Workshops: A Leader's Guide
Pictorial Tutor Training Guide
DVD Tutor Training Workshop

BBC Skillswise

BBC Skillswise is an online resource, which
enables adults to improve reading, writing
and number skills through factsheets,
worksheets, quizzes and games. 

Visit http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise to learn
more.

Visit http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/tutors to
learn more about using the resources as a
tutor

Numeracy and Financial Literacy

Anyone wanting to progress in life will need to be 
numerate and have financial literacy skills. The effect 
of poor numeracy on people’s lives is often much 
less obvious than poor literacy. But there is 
substantial evidence that low numeracy skills are 
associated with poor outcomes for many people. 
This has a negative impact on them and their 
families.

Bookkeeping training materials 
The Simple Bookkeeping and Business Management Skills training is an 83 page training manual 
which aims: 

• to teach participants on how to use their numeracy skills in business activities, thus 
allowing them to continue practising their newly acquired skills; and 

• to train them in how to improve their businesses by using simple business 
management techniques

It can be downloaded as a PDF from the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United 
Nations under their Education for Rural People (ERP) pages

Visit www.fao.org/sd/erp/toolkit/binarydownloaderservlet.pdf 
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3.2
Everyone faces risk to their health, whether at home, outside the
home, or at work. Our bodies are amazingly made to resist and
recover from illness or injury.

Discuss some of your experiences of recovering from illness or injury

We all have a responsibility and a need to minimize risks to our
health and to avoid risks of injury to ourselves or to anyone else. If
you are thinking about starting an income generating activity  then if you or anyone in your family 
becomes ill, or has an accident it could be very difficult to carry on working and you may find you 
have to use money from your business to pay for medical help. Your business may then have to 
close.

Discuss how you would manage sickness or injury if you are running a business

Health and Safety at Home

Illness in the home is often caused by contaminated food or 
water, or from poor personal hygiene. If living conditions are 
poor it can be much more difficult to avoid illness , so even 
greater care is needed

If there is a chance that water might be contaminated, it should 
be boiled before drinking, and hand washing with soap before 
preparing food, and after using a toilet or changing a babies 
nappy, are very important ways of reducing the risk of illness 
especially diarrhoea.

We recommend Workstart Groups shares with members the 
Tearfund Guide on Encouraging Good Hygiene and Sanitation. 
(Tearfund is a UK based Christian charity). Their programme can 

be downloaded from: http://tilz.tearfund.org/en/resources/publications/pillars/encouraging_good_hygiene_and_sanitation/

or via the Aid for Trade website: at  http://aidfortrade.org.uk/links.php

This programme provides study and discussion guides for up to 27 group sessions. We 
recommend you select and download which ones you consider to be the most interesting topics 
for the Group. You might like to include one of these sessions in each of your regular group 
programme of meetings, or you could run the whole Hygiene and Sanitation programme 
separately for the community
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Tearfund's Guide on Encouraging Good Hygience and Sanitation
Contents (Need Downloading)

Topic Session 
No.

Page
No.

Healthy lives 1 8
Mapping our situation 2 10
Understanding how diseases spread 3 12
Taking a health walk 4 14
Hand washing 5 16
Washing with little water 6 18
Investigating hand washing behaviour 7 20
Keeping ourselves clean 8 22
Treating diarrhoea 9 24
Breast-feeding 10 26
Women’s hygiene 11 28
Keeping food safe 12 30
Washing and drying dishes 13 32
Reducing flies 14 34
Preventing worms 15 36
Household waste 16 38
Making drinking water safe 17 40
Storing drinking water 18 42
Managing water supplies 19 44
Improving water sources 20 46
Maintaining water pumps 21 48
Using latrines 22 50
Planning a pit latrine 23 52
Children’s latrines 24 54
Emergency latrines 25 56
Sharing the messages 26 58
Recording changes in understanding 27 60
Bible studies 62
Recommended reading 69
Appendix: Drawings for W7 exercise 7 70

Health and Safety at Work

Injury and illness can easily be caused in the workplace, wherever that might be. The basic 
principle of safety at work is always to minimise risk to yourself and to others. You must of course 
also be sure that what you sell is safe – and there may be legal obligations on safety to be met.
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• If working from home try to keep your work area separate from your family activities
• Don’t keep unnecessary materials in your workplace. Dispose of waste safely!
• Keep chemicals used in your work safely locked away from children when not in use
• Wear suitable protective clothing, especially if handling food
• Avoid excessive noise and if necessary use earplugs
• Be careful lifting (see above)
• Learn basic first aid and if possible keep a first aid kit handy

Think about how you are working – is it safe? 
Don’t work if you are sick!

If  people are, in any way, involved in handing food it will be helpful for them to see and be 
guided through a publication Making Safe Food, downloadable from:
http://aidfortrade.dns-systems.net/downloads/Making%20Safe%20Food.pdf

We hope you will not be...
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3.3

What is Income Generating Activity or IGA?
An IGA is an activity in which money is invested to generate income for the member and their
family. The requirements of such an activity are: 

• Money to invest (to purchase an asset, to meet the running expenses)
• Skills for producing the goods/services
• Knowledge of tools, equipment and raw materials
• Knowledge of the market (prevailing market price, where to sell, when to sell)
• Knowledge of production expenses
• Estimate of income and the surplus

An activity in which the member has experience and
skills is less likely to fail. Selection of an appropriate activity
is very important, since the failure of the activity leads to non-
repayment of the loan and financial loss to the group. The
member may be forced to leave the group, and if more
members have to do this the group will disintegrate. Therefore,
always remember to do the following: 

• Don't be too impatient to force members to take up an IGA
• Saving and lending itself is an IGA if it is successfully carried out
• Give preference to strengthening any activities the members are already doing
• Leave the choice of activities to the members
• If a new activity is suggested, let a few members do it on an experimental basis
• Don’t overcrowd activities in the same area, eg too many tailoring units in the same village
• Help members practice an IGA or visit successful IGAs
• Take particular care regarding purchase of an asset. Always check money is used wisely
• Ensure the asset is not sold to meet other needs, when the group should protest
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There are three types of IGA: 
• Production of goods through processing of raw materials and other inputs 
• Trading in goods (purchase and sale for profit)
• Providing service at a price (e.g. pressing clothes) 

Evaluating an IGA opportunity: 
• Is raw material locally available? 
• Does the product have a market?
• Can they manage the production cost?
• Do they have the required technical knowledge and skill to do the work?
• Can the work be carried out within the home or in the village? 
• Do they have the required workspace? 
• Do they have to wait for a long time to get the returns?
• Is training readily available if upgrading skills is required? 

Supporting a Member with their IGA idea: 
• Discuss the evaluating questions in group meetings
• Find out about the person's experience, aptitudes and skills
• Ask them to do a small market survey of the activity they want to

pursue
• Ask them to find out the costs of raw material, labour etc
• Ask them to calculate the profit margin
• Arrange any training or meetings with external people that may

be required
• Ensure there will be tie-ups with local businesses, establishments and organisations
• Help them to acquire the assets, ensuring that they are not cheated

Business Profiles
Visit http://www.aidfortrade.org.uk/businessideas.php for many different helpful business profiles 
on specific enterprises, and also a hundreds of ideas divided into the three different categories, 
such as:-

• Enterprises with low start up costs

• Production enterprises

• Community service enterprises

Explore IGA Opportunities

The following pages give a range of IGA opportunities for your group members to consider but 
visit the Aid for Trade website for a full list of possibilities. If you have an idea that isn't listed, 
and for which we do not yet have a Business Profile, please let us know and we will research the 
opportunity for you. Aid for Trade has an extensive library with technical Know How on many 
topics.

In starting any trading enterprise we strongly urge you to carefully plan what you want to do and 
make sure you will have plenty of customers! Most of the featured opportunities relate to 
improving food supply or public health, which are needed in many communities
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More Micro-Business Opportunities
Many of these income generating opportunities can be started for very little money and if 
you would like more information on any of these opportunities please contact us.

Microenterprises producing goods for sale

Bread Bakery
Cake and biscuit production
Hand made fans  
Produce and sell a local newspaper
Beds/matting
Café/ Coffee shop
Charcoal production
Collecting and cutting wood for fuel
Fuel bricks from waste paper
Hand made jewellery production
Healthy Snack foods
Herb farming products/extracts (e.g. lavender bags, herb teas) 
Home sewn children's books and toys
Local community shop
Making fencing walling
Making windows and doors
Milk pasteurisation and pouching
Milk products manufacture (eg cheese, yogurt, butter, cream)
Mud brick production
Nut butters
Paving slab production
Picture Framing
Pizzeria
Plastics recycling (Model exists in Moldova)
Prepared foods/ catering services
Producing and selling art
Roof tile makers
Selling/repairing used clothing
Solar water heaters
Wood carving
Woven products (Baskets, mats, cloths etc)
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3.4
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An Aid for
Training and Planning

START HERE
What do you want to do?

Find Paid Work?

Start a subsistence 
Business that will just 

meet family needs

Build an Entrepreneurial 
Business that will grow 
and employee people

Grow my existing 
enterprise

Who are You?
Church

Charity

Young Male (16-25)

Young Femail (16-25

Female Adult

Male Adult

Disabled Person

Your Location?
Isolated RuralCommunity 

(1,000 or less)

Rural Village Community 
(1,000 - 5,000)

Urban Town (5,000 – 
100,000)

City (100,000+)

What could you Do?
See 3.3 for ideas

Type of Business?
Sole Trader

Family Enterprise

Friends Together

Partnership 

Group

Association

Co-operative

Company

Community

Organisation?
Informal 

(Unregistered)

Formal 

(Registered)

How will you Manage 
Your Business?

See 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for 
Business Training

Planning Your 
Startup?

Search Aid for Trade's 
website for a Business 
Profile or ask for one

Funding Your 
Enterprise?

Amount needed?

Already available?

Need to save more?
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Start Business 
Planning

Describe the Business

Who will be involved and 
their sets of skills

How it will operate from 
day to day

How you plan to market 
and sell the service or 

products

How many sales you plan 
to make every week and 
the income that will bring

How much all your 
expenses will cost

How much profit you 
make after taking your 

expenses away from your 
sales

To do this you will need to 
produce a Budget and a 

Cashflow

Start Training Now!

Read all about the 
business you want to 

develop and the industry 
you will work in

Go and talk to people 
who can help you

Start writing down your 
ideas and begin planning

Get someone to help you 
do the calculations

Learn all about Budgets 
and Cashflows

Start Saving



3.5
Have you got the trading bug yet?

If you've never been in business it's difficult to imagine how buying and selling works to make a 
profit that will sustain a family. Aid for Trade suggests that the group does some experimental 
exercises to try out selling for profit.

Bring and Buy

At regular group meetings, members could be encouraged to
bring items suitable for sale to other members. The items can
be things from home no longer required that someone else
might have a use for; or they could be plants or food stocks
grown or things that have been handmade. The idea is that
members will raise some extra funds to add to their own
savings, which will later be used to help them with their IGA
idea. It simply helps their savings to grow.

Bring and Sell

Similar to Bring and Buy, this has the same principle but 
this time the selling is organised around an event for the 
community in order to raise funds for the benefit of the 
whole group. The event could be publicised and held at a 
venue which is accessible for people to come and browse. 
The group should create a mini-marketplace. This time all 
the profits should be deposited in the bank on behalf of 

the whole group. A decision can be made at a later meeting on how to invest the profit, perhaps 
to buy training resources; crops or other food and health supplies.

Business in a Box

If there are particular items in short supply, that Aid for Trade can source
for your group, we will try and find them at a wholesale price for you to
buy a small quantity to sell. This would require us to box up the items and
ship them to you, hence the “Business in a Box” concept.
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3.6
Many people prefer to work for someone else,  rather than
start their own income generating activity (IGA). If Group
Members have taken the aptitude test and have a low score
they many not have the potential to start an IGA.

Finding regular paid work can be difficult, especially in
disadvantaged of isolated communities, where few or no paid
jobs are available. The poorest of people, however, are often
the most creative, and survive with occasional casual labour and will already probably know what 
they are good at doing. 

Before Applying for Jobs
People wanting paid work would benefit from being part of a Workstart Group as they will gain 
knowledge, confidence and status from participating in a learning programme. If they are able to 
save regularly it may help them with using the internet, or finding transport to meet prospective 
employers, or to buy tools and equipment.

Doing work voluntary can be a good way to gain valuable work experience or learn new skills and 
Jobseekers should be encouraged to improve their:

• Literacy and Numeracy
• Knowledge of the industry they hope to work in
• Practical and Technical Skills 
• Fitness Levels
• Relational and Teamworking skills
• Confidence and self esteem
• Resilience to Adversity
• Creativity, Planning and Thinking abilities

Access to the internet is a great advantage for any Jobseeker and there are many subjects which 
can be learnt online, and for which Certificates can be obtained. A good free and global resource 
for this is ALISON (Advanced Learning Online) at www.alison.com.  

Where to Look for Jobs

The best place to start is with talking to people you already know 
who may have a job, or who know of people who are employees. 
Perhaps a neighbour has a relative who works for an employer. 
Find out if that employer is hiring people and make enquiries. 
Many jobs are now posted online and access to the internet is 
essential to find job opportunities.
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Applying for Jobs

One you have a job in mind you need to apply, or write
to express an interest in the job. To do this you need to
find out if there is an application form to fill in, giving
details of who you are and what you can offer. Another
way is to produce a CV (Curriculem Vitae,  meaning My
Life Story), or a Resume (a summary of what you've
done so far).

See the sample CV at the end of this section and ask someone to help you create a really good 
document and assist with finding the right words to promote yourself.

What to include in your CV

As well as your name, address and contact details, such as phone or email, employers will want 
to know three things:

Head (what you know)
Hands (what you can do for them)
Heart (the way you like to do things)

The best way to provide all the necessary information is to set it out in a logical and helpful 
format on one single page. Anything longer suggests you are using too many words with too 
much detail, which is not so helpful for busy employers. Use phrases that are short and clear 
without waffling. In our CV example we have included Head, Hands and Hearts in brackets to 
help you see the different types of information used to build up a picture of who you are.

References

If you can include written references from previous employers, or tutors, 
this will help any prospective employer see that you have experience of 
working for someone else, and that you can apply yourself to learning 
new skills.

Job Interviews

Preparation is the key to a good interview. To get invited for an interview the expression of 
interest must have made a good impression. Jobseekers will need to be told the importance of:

• Arriving on time and being suitably clean with tidy clothes

• Knowledgeable about the company and the job itself

• Being prepared to ask sensible questions

• Having a friendly face and making good eye contact
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Curriculum Vitae
Firstname Lastname

House Number, Street Address, Town, Postal Code
Phone and Email

PROFILE
• A hardworking (Heart) Young Person with good mechanical knowledge (Head)
• Has worked for 8 years (Hands) alongside an experienced mechanic on a farm
• Volunteers (Heart) at a community school teaching maths (Head) to children under 6 (Hands)
• Able to use a computer (Head) for documents, emails and internet searching (Hands)

EMPLOYMENT
2006 to present Uncle Jerry's Farm, my village address

VEGETABLE PICKER/TRACTOR DRIVER
• working on the farm in all seasons picking vegetables
• driving the tractor to market and selling fruit and vegetables
• repairing the farm equipment and vehicles when necessary

2005 to 2006 ERRAND BOY (Sally's Greengrocery Store, my village)

2004 to 2005 PACKING ASSISTANT (Granny Mabel's Sewing Room, my village)

2003 to 2004 BICYCLE DELIVERY BOY (John's Pharmacy, my village)

EDUCATION
2014 My village Workstart Group

Student Member learning about IGA and Job Search

1995 to 2003 My village Infants, Juniors and High School

General Education, including Maths, Reading and Writing

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Enjoys working with mechanical equipment and vehicles and is able to drive. Has started a Look After Your 
Bicycle Group for village teenagers wanting to learn how to look after their bikes. 

REFERENCES
Farmer Jerry has written a reference to send future employers
Granny Mabel has written a reference for future employers
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